Introduction
EPR was the first spectroscopic method other than UV/visible spectroscopy to be applied systematically to investigations of the structure and functioning of metalloenzymes. The first such EPR studies of xanthine oxidase were reported in 1959 [l] . Since one reduced state of each of the four redox-active centres in the molecule is EPRactive, there is obviously considerable potential for EPR work on the enzyme. This potential was enhanced by the early development [Z] of a fast kinetic EPR technique. It happens that the M o o oxidation state of molybdenum, in comparison with paramagnetic states of most transition metal ions, yields EPR signals that are particularly informative. This is because of the unusually narrow EPR linewidths to which M o o gives rise, supplemented by the particular mixture of magnetic and non-magnetic isotopes occurring in natural abundance in molybdenum. Thus, of all enzymes studied by EPR, xanthine oxidase has turned out (see, e.g. to be the one most amenable to such investigations. In fact, supplemented by stopped-flow, E M S , electron nuclear double resonance (ENDOR) spectroscopy and more conventional data, EPR studies over what may appear a somewhat leisurely time span, had led to the main features of the xanthine oxidase reaction mechanism occurring at the molybdenum centre having been delineated [6-91 before the advent of information from X-ray crystallography [10,1 l] . This review will concentrate on two aspects of the reaction mechanism for which direct evidence has for some while been available in the literature from spectroscopic work. The first is the finding that the site to which the substrate proton displaced in the catalytic reaction is transferred is the sulphido ligand of molybdenum [5-71. This is now widely accepted in the literature. The second is the conclusion that transfer to the substrate molecule of the 0x0 ligand atom on molybdenum, widely advocated in relation to the mechanisms of enzymes such as DMSO reductase [12] , does not occur with Abbreviation used: ENDOR, electron nuclear double resonance.
xanthine oxidase 191. Before the X-ray data became available this had frequently been assumed to happen, the significance of the EPR data having been largely overlooked, even by the workers who obtained them.
Analysis of M o o EPR signal lineshapes has provided information of two types on xanthine oxidase. A particular virtue of the method is its unique ability to distinguish subtle changes in the co-ordination sphere of the metal, sometimes in only a small proportion of the molecules in a sample. Thus some half-dozen different families of co-ordination spheres around M o o have been recognized in xanthine oxidase molecules by EPR. Each such family gives its own characteristic M o o EPR signal; these signals have in turn been given names (see below). The signals overlap with one another, and it is the rule rather than the exception for any given partially reduced xanthine oxidase sample to give simultaneously not one but several M o o EPR signals. However, with the help of appropriate deconvolution techniques [5] , which are particularly effective for M o o signals, changes occurring in the coordination sphere of only a proportion of the M o o molecules in a sample may readily be studied, even though the other molecules in this oxidation state are differently co-ordinated.
Closely allied to lineshape analysis relating to multiple signal-giving species is that of hyperfine couplings from atoms ligated to molybdenum. Hyperfine coupling studied with the aid of specific substitutions with stable isotopes has been a particularly informative tool [5] in providing positive identification of various different ligand atoms in the individual M o o signalgiving species from xanthine oxidase.
The nature of the M o o species most relevant to the catalytic reaction of xanthine oxidase Figure 1 illustrates some of those M o o EPR signals the study of which has been particularly important in relation to understanding the catalytic mechanism at the molybdenum centre of xanthine oxidase. The four signals illustrated have been given the names (see [3, 5] ) Rapid, Very Rapid, Alloxanthine and Inhibited. Figure 1 Volume 25 summarizes basic information as to how each of these signals may be generated from the resting oxidized [Mo(VI)] enzyme, and the conclusions that follow regarding the nature of the signalgiving species.
Figure 1 also illustrates the latest view of the probable structure of each of the signal-giving species. Note that, although all the structures illustrated have been updated with regard to the detailed geometry and co-ordination number in the light of the crystallographic work [10, 11] , they remain otherwise as proposed in earlier spectroscopic work. Evidence relating to the proposed structures, which have been modified progressively over the years as the relevant information has accumulated, will not be discussed in detail. The structure of the oxidized enzyme is that deduced from EXAFS (e.g. [17] [18, 20] ) in more recent years. However, the structures deduced in Figure 1 depend primarily on the analysis of ligand superhyperfine couplings (from 'H, 'H, I3C, I4N, "0 and 33S). Thus coupling has been detected from each of the ligand atoms shown in boldface type in the structures depicted in Figure 1 , usually after specific substitution with the appropriate The EPR spectra illustrated were simulated from published parameters [13] [14] [15] [16] , omitting features due to 95M0 and 97Mo. Although ail structures have been updated with regard to geometry and co-ordination number in the light of the crystallographic work [ 10, I I], they remain basically as described in earlier work. Ligand atoms shown in bold are those for which hyperfine coupling has been detected, usually after specific substitution with the appropriate stable isotope. The structure of the oxidized enzyme is that deduced from EXAFS (eg. [ 171). Identity of the group in the enzyme accepting the substrate proton displaced in the catalytic reaction
The xanthine oxidase reaction involves replacement of a carbon-bound proton in the substrate by a hydroxy group. At an early stage in EPR work on the enzyme it was found [21] that when certain deuterated substrates reacted with the enzyme, the proton splitting of the Rapid EPR signal that was generated was less well resolved than when the corresponding normal substrates were used. The phenomenon was studied and analysed in most detail for l-[8-2H]methylxanthine by Gutteridge et al. [6] ; this work has been extensively reviewed (e.g. [4, 5, 22] ). The loss of resolution of the signal was observed at short reaction times only, after mixing of the enzyme and the substrate. It was immediately concluded [21] that transfer of the substrate proton to an EPR-detectable site in the enzyme was the cause of the phenomenon, with this atom subsequently exchanging, within the enzyme's turnover time, with the protons of the solvent. Detailed interpretation of the phenomenon involves consideration of both the origin of the Rapid signal and the location in the signal-giving species of the coupled proton. The Rapid signal represents the normal M o o form of the reduced molybdenum centre and may be in equilibrium [23] with analogous Mo(V1) and Mo(1V) species. While the exact Rapid signal form is modulated by the formation of complexes between the enzyme and buffer ions, substrate molecules, etc., kinetically, despite suggestions to the contrary in the literature [24] , the Rapid species appears [25] to correspond to a competent intermediate in enzyme turnover. The EPR data [6] show clearly that it is the more strongly coupled of the two protons of the Rapid species (in the Type-1 form) that is the site to which the substrate deuterium is transferred. Mechanistically, given an 0x0 and a sulphido ligand in oxidized xanthine oxidase {as shown by E M S (e.g.
[ 171) }, either of these groups might conceivably serve as the acceptor for the substrate proton, to yield respectively an Mo-OH or an Mo-SH grouping in the Rapid species. That it is the latter group that contributes the strongly coupled proton to the signal, and hence that the sulphido is the proton-accepting site, is very strongly suggested by comparison (Table 1; [S]) of the parameters of the Rapid signal with another signal, the Mercurial signal. This latter signal (not listed in Figure 1 ) is generated by treatment [26] of reduced xanthine oxidase with p-mercuribenzoate. Classically, this compound is regarded as a reagent for thiol groups and there is little doubt that the Mercurial signal-giving species has the structure Mo-S-Hg-. The similarity of the hyperfine couplings for the two signals (Table 1) (free ion*) SNon-coincident axes of g and A. §Data from ref. [26] . IIData from ref. [28] .
Volume 25 structures of their signal-giving species, with the mercury effectively having taken the place of the strongly coupled proton. This is indicated by the similar extents to which the electron is delocalized on to these nuclei [as shown by comparison of &,('H) with &v(199Hg), after making allowance for differing theoretical A values for complete localization of the electron on the relevant nuclei].
Source of the oxygen atom transferred to the substrate molecule in the catalytic reaction
For molybdenum enzymes such as DMSO reductase in which the molybdenum atom bears two 0x0 ligands [29] , there is evidence [30] supported by extensive model compound work [12] that the catalytic reaction mechanism involves transfer to the substrate molecule of one of these 0x0 ligand atoms. It was reasonable to assume for xanthine oxidase, with (as noted above) one 0x0 and one sulphido ligand in place of the two oxos, that such a mechanism might also be applicable. Indeed, discussions [5, 8, 12, 17, 18, of the xanthine oxidase reaction mechanism published until very recently emphasized the possibility that this mechanism was operative, and indeed almost all workers favoured it, even up to 1996 (e.g. [35] ). As detailed below, work [9, 36] from this laboratory extending earlier data [4, 8, 15, 17] makes it clear that such an 0x0-transfer does not take place. Evidence relating to the nature of the oxygen transferred in the xanthine oxidase reaction comes from two complementary types of isotopic labelling experiments, involving respectively EPR of the enzyme using I7O, and MS of the uric acid product using '*O. In 1980 [8] an ''0 atom that exchanged slowly in the oxidized enzyme was detected via strong hyperfine coupling in the Very Rapid intermediate, this being generated by brief ( -10 ms) treatment with xanthine of the enzyme equilibrated with "0-water. It was assumed [8] that the oxygen atom so detected was the one that became incorporated into the uric acid product, since the oxygen exchanged rapidly with the solvent when the enzyme was allowed to turn over before treatment with xanthine. A little later [31, 37] , MS of uric acid produced in the first turnover of the enzyme after equilibration with enriched water showed that the isotope did indeed become incorporated into the product, as might have been predicted from the "0 work. Later evidence strengthening the view that the oxygen atoms detected in the two types of experiments were one and the same was provided [9] by parallel experiments in which the oxygen showed similar exchange kinetics in the oxidized enzyme, whichever technique was used to detect it.
In principle, two quite different types of mechanism may be envisaged for the oxygentransfer process. An asterisk is used below to denote the labelled oxygen in partial structures of the molybdenum centre. Transfer of an Mo=O* 0x0 ligand atom of the oxidized enzyme to the xanthine, to give 0"-uric acid, might occur via a Mo-O*R structure in the Very Rapid intermediate (where R is the substrate residue and the -OR group is bound side-on [9, 19] to Mo). T h e Mo=O group would then be regenerated in the enzyme, ultimately from water, during the reoxidative part of the catalytic cycle. We shall refer to this as Mechanism la. It is the one favoured in much early work (e.g. [8, 31] ) and has even been included in a textbook [32] . In a variant of this mechanism (Mechanism lb; cf. [18] ), regeneration of the 0x0 group would occur at an earlier stage, so that the Very Rapid species then had the structure (Mo=O)-O*R.
In a radically different alternative mechanism (Mechanism 2, [9] , see also [18] ), the 0x0 group would play no direct part in the mechanism. Thus the labelled oxygen of the oxidized enzyme would not be the 0x0 group and might not even be a ligand of molybdenum. T h e Very Rapid intermediate, given that this does contain an 0x0 ligand (see below) would, however, again have the structure Ability to distinguish amongst these mechanisms comes from information of various types. Mechanism l a could be eliminated if it were known that the Very Rapid species bore an 0x0 ligand on molybdenum. Direct evidence on this point is lacking, although model compound work [18] does point to such a ligand in it. Perhaps more definitive is evidence from analogy between the Very Rapid and the Alloxanthine signals. These are sufficiently alike with regard to gvalues and 33S hyperfine couplings [15] that a quite close structural similarity must be assumed for their signal-giving species. Although again no direct information is available about an 0x0 ligand in the M o o Alloxanthine species, there is, however, direct information from E M S [17, 38] that one is present in the corresponding complex of alloxanthine with xanthine oxidase in the Mo(1V) state. By extrapolation therefore it
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seems safe to conclude that there is an 0x0 ligand in the Alloxanthine and in turn in the Very Rapid EPR signal-giving species, thus eliminating Mechanism la.
Distinguishing between Mechanisms l b and 2 depends on the possibility of generating the Very Rapid species in the doubly labelled form, (Mo=O*)-O*R.
Ability to do this would argue in favour of Mechanism lb. Two questions arise, namely, how might the second oxygen atom be induced to exchange to yield such a species, and granted that the exchange had occurred, how might the second oxygen be detected. On the first point, extended treatment (20 days) of oxidized enzyme with "0-water [4] or prior turnover of the enzyme with another substrate in "0-water [9] have been employed. Either of these might provide the opportunity for the hypothetical group regenerating the 0x0 ligand in Mechanism l b itself to exchange, before the generation of the Very Rapid signal. On the second point, both EPR [8, 4, 9] and ENDOR [9] have been employed to seek evidence for a second relatively weakly coupled "0 in the Very Rapid species, but have failed to do so, whatever conditions were used to generate the signal. The published data together seem convincingly negative, although surprisingly this has been queried in a recent review [39] . EPR data, not previously published on this point from the work of ref. , superimposing this coupling on to the published parameters [14] for the Very Rapid species. As is apparent from a comparison of spectra a and b in Figure 2 , such a weakly coupled 0x0 oxygen in the Very Rapid species would manifest itself very clearly in the EPR spectra, mainly via intensification of shoulders of the central g, feature of the spectrum. It would indeed have been difficult for such features to Final evidence against Mechanism l b comes from the lack of detectable 170 coupling [9, 15] in the Alloxanthine species. If the 0x0 group of this species were exchangeable, I7O hyperfine coupling ought presumably to be of the magnitude assumed above, and as such, ought to be detectable by both EPR and ENDOR. T h e failure of extended efforts [9, 15] [9]; samples were prepared as described [9] . using 2-0x0-6-methylpurine to generate the Very Rapid signal. Spectra were recorded at 9.4 GHz and I20 K with 2 mW microwave power and 0.2 mT modulation amplitude. In (d) the enzyme was caused to turn over an aldehyde substrate in I70-enriched water before development of the signal. As is apparent from comparison of (a) and (b), a weakly coupled oxygen in the Very Rapid species would manifest itself mainly via intensification of shoulders of the central g, feature.
The data provide no support for the presence of such an oxygen in either experimental spectrum.
have been missed in any of the experimental work. Thus, in agreement with previous conclusions support whatever for the presence of such an oxygen in the experimental spectra (Figure 2 , spectra c and d). This argues strongly against Mechanisn lb.
[4,9], the data in Figure 2 ling for the signal argues very strongly against exchangeability of the 0x0 group, and thus argues further against Mechanism l b and therefore in favour of Mechanism 2. It will be noted that most of the above data pointing to Mechanism 2 were in the literature by 1989 at the latest. That this mechanism was not put forward from this laboratory until 1996, when the publication of Howes et al. appeared [9] (this work being largely confirmatory, insofar as the I7O results are concerned) is a measure of the extent to which workers in the field were prejudiced that the xanthine oxidase mechanism should be like that of the model reactions of Holm [12] . It is comforting that the spectroscopic and crystallographic data now point in the same direction with regard to the xanthine oxidase mechanism. Finally, the question of whether the reacting oxygen in the oxidized enzyme is a ligand of molybdenum [ l l , 181 
Introduction
The molybdenum-containing hydroxylases constitute one of the three major categories of mononuclear molybdenum enzymes. In comparison with other biological hydroxylation systems they are unique in that they utilize water rather than dioxygen as the ultimate source of the oxygen atom incorporated into product, and generate rather than consume reducing equivalents in the course of turnover. Xanthine oxidase is the best studied member of this class of enzymes, principally because of its ease of isolation in substantial quantities, and is the subject of the present work. The enzyme from cow's milk is a homodimer of subunit molecular mass 150 kDa, with each subunit possessing four prosthetic groups: a molybdenum centre, two ironsulphur centres of the spinach ferredoxin variety, and one equivalent of FAD [l] . In the course of turnover, the substrate to be hydroxylated introduces reducing equivalents to the enzyme at the molybdenum centre [2] , reducing the site from MoV' to Mot". These reducing equivalents are subsequently passed to the flavin centre of the enzyme via intramolecular electron transfer, which in turn reacts with Oz to form either peroxide or superoxide, depending on the overall level of enzyme reduction. Experiments using 2-hydroxy-6-methylpurine as substrate have demonstrated that the hydroxylation reaction proceeds through two intermediates subsequent to binding of substrate at the molybdenum centre [3], corresponding to MO'v-product and Mov-product complexes. These intermediates exhibit absorption difference maxima (relative to oxidized enzyme) at 470 and 540 nm respectively, and the latter has been shown to correspond to the species giving rise to the well-studied Very Rapid EPR signal [4].
Complementary work with lumazine (2,6-dihydroxypteridine), which is converted by xanthine oxidase into violapterin (2,6,7-trihydroxypteridine), have also been performed. Resonance Raman studies of the Mo"-violapterin complex generated transiently in the course of this reaction have been performed, taking advantage of the distinctive long-wavelength absorbance that arises from the chargetransfer interaction between the reduced metal and violapterin [5, 6] . Consistent with EPR studies of the Mo" species giving rise to the Very Rapid EPR signal, it has been concluded that the structure of the intermediate is best formulated as an Mo"-OR species with nascent product co-ordinated to the active-site molybdenum via the newly introduced hydroxy group. X-rayabsorption spectroscopic studies of the violapterin complex have demonstrated unambiguously that the molybdenum is in the (IV) oxidation state, and that it possesses a Mo=O group [7] .
On the basis of these and other data, the reaction mechanism shown in Figure 1 has been proposed [3].
T h e pH-dependence of each of the chemical steps identified above is consistent with the proposed mechanism by which the Mo'v-product decays (Figure 1) : formation of the Mov-product complex is base-catalysed (pK, > 11) and its decay acid-catalysed (pK, < 6) [8] . In addition, the pH-dependence of the formation of k,,/K, as determined from reductive half-reaction studies using xanthine as substrate has been examined. This kinetic parameter follows the reaction of free enzyme with free substrate through the formation of the first irreversible step of the reaction, formation of the MoIv-product complex. k,,,/Kd exhibits a bell-shaped pH profile, with pK, values of 6.6 and 7.4 for the ionizations associated with the ascending and descending limbs respectively (Figure 1 ). These results have been interpreted as indicating that the neutral form of substrate (pK, = 7.4) is required for Volume 25 
